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POLyurethane SPORTS FLOORING SYSTEM
PRODUCT
Polyurethane-based, elastic, colored, non-slip sports flooring is for external and internal
sport fields. Our materials are procured from world renewed suppliers. Their products are certified by the
INTERNATIONAL TENNIS FEDERATION (I.T.F.)

Technical Data
Application: Ideal for basketball, volleyball, handball, football and tennis external courts. Suitable for sports centers, schools,
fitness centers, pavements, hallways. Applied easily, having low cost
Basis: three-component PU based system, having PU sealant, self leveling strength coat and PU top coat.
Colors: Indian red, green, ochre, light and dark blue, light and dark grey and on request
Finish: Glossy finish
Thickness: 2-3 mm PU top coat. Complement with 4-20 mm SBR base layer.

Multi Layer Design WITH SBR BASE

COLOR RANGE
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SINGLE layer design

SEAMless rubber wet pour flooring
PRODUCT
SBR or EPDM rubber wet pour flooring enable playground color design without limits. They fulfill highest safety standards,
provide personalized color patterns and graphic designs which blend in perfectly with any surroundings, showcase the playing
options offered, enhance recreational value and promote children’s creativity

Technical Data
Material: Available in EPDM or SBR top wear layer, with recycled SBR base layer. EPDM is UV resistant and fast colored
Color: available in all standard EPDM or SBR pigment colors as per the chart below. Also, any combination of colors possible
Thickness: available in 1-10 cm, any customized thickness with customized wear and base layer thickness is possible
Top Design: Plain top design with customized pattern designs and color choices. We help you in design also.
Edge Design: Ramp on the edges, customized according to area, height and environment.

OUR EPDM COLOR RANGE
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